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Abstract
Resonators can be effective devices to help to tackle low-frequency insulation, and have been widely
investigated in the literature. In building acoustics, literature reports their historical use, leading to the design
of new structures for room acoustic optimization, and urban and environmental mitigation. Structures based
on sub-wavelength resonances are an ideal solution for the development of thin absorbent materials matching
the specific impedance with the background medium. In this work, analytical solutions describing acoustic
wave propagation in ducts coupled with the transfer matrix method are used to predict the sound attenuation
characteristics of a subwavelength metastructure. Its accuracy is validated by a finite element model. The
preliminary results presented in this work show the improvement capacity of this system when geometric
parameters are studied, exhibiting a significant response in the properties of sound transmission loss (STL).
Keywords: Acoustic Metamaterials, resonators, sound insulation, low-frequency, sound transmission loss.
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Introduction

In acoustics, the frequent interest in the manipulation of acoustic energy in subwavelength regimes has led
to continuous advances in the science of metamaterials, namely acoustic metamaterials (AMM), whose
applicability presents physical characteristics in ways not seen in ordinary acoustic materials [1].
The class of AMM that comprises the inclusion of resonant structures, as firstly evidenced by Fang et al.
[2], leads to effective physical properties, determined by their structures to the detriment of their constituent
materials.
The resonant nature of these mechanisms offers important contributions to the field of developing
subwavelength structures, with great capacity sound absorption and transmission characteristics, with ample
potential to be explored in passive building ventilation systems, providing guaranteed air circulation, thermal
comfort and reducing the effects of noise pollution on human health [3].
Considering the airborne noise attenuation, the application of acoustic barriers, as a common noise
mitigation strategy, tends to face limitations, requiring an increase in the layer thickness, to act in lowfrequency regimes. In this sense, subwavelength resonant structures provide a viable solution for the
development of thinner absorbent materials, dealing with audible frequencies below 1kHz [4], as well as the
development of new structures, allowing some air passage.
The literature has presented several types of research based on the noise mitigation capability of simple or
clustered resonant structures, leading to interesting responses to effective parameters with an emphasis on
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airflow. In turn, Jena et al. [5] investigated eight configurations of Helmholtz resonators (HR), in parallel and
serial arrangements, with similar and different resonators, going beyond the propositions of AMM with the
idea of in-line coupling. From these investigations, it was observed that five finite matrix configurations exhibit
a negative effective mass density and negative mass modulus. Kumar et al [6], presented an effective negative
bulk modulus, leading to transmission loss at normal incidence of up to 18 dB, ensuring a ventilation area of
45%.
Kim and Lee [7], based on the theory of sound diffraction and metamaterials as a negative bulk modulus,
propose a transparent acoustic barrier system consisting of a three-dimensional matrix of resonators, with
satisfactory performance levels for frequencies from 700 to 2200 Hz. Jung et al.[8], presented a panel, designed
to attenuate noise in the audible band with its absorption mechanism due to the matrix of annular cavities,
leading to a negative bulk modulus.
However, these devices may not provide broadband attenuation due to features such as bulky size and the
need for an extra area for deployment. Another issue is the relationship between noise attenuation and airflow
passage: when a larger area of ventilation is considered, smaller sound transmission is usually registered.
In this sense, the option of applying Helmholtz resonators, as tunable devices, already widely theorized for
sound attenuation, in subwavelength dimensions, still presents itself as a viable strategy mainly due to the
advances in new additive manufacturing techniques, enabling the inclusion of a greater number of resonant
units, reaching higher frequency bands, with an emphasis on passive airflow.
In this study, the authors propose a simplified model for predicting acoustic properties of AMM based on
locally resonant inclusions, through analytical models [9], [10], taking into account the viscous thermal losses
within the boundary layer. Subsequently, the transfer matrix method [11] is used to analyze the plane wave
propagation through the proposed metamaterial, investigating the transmission loss as an acoustic parameter
to verify the device's performance. A finite element model is then implemented to verify the usefulness of the
model and then present the correlation between theoretical and numerical models for STL, evidencing good
agreements between the models.
This work is organized as follows: in section 2, the authors propose a theoretical prediction model for
modeling wave propagation in narrow ducts, extending the classical theory of HR for application in acoustic
metamaterials, analyzing the sound transmission of these, based on the transfer matrix method. In section 3,
the validation of the proposed theoretical model is presented, comparing the predictions considering the losses
dissipation that occurs in sound transmission with finite element simulations. Finally, the theoretical models
presented will be discussed, with the main conclusions summarized in section 4.

2
2.1

Theory
The theoretical model for sound waves propagation in narrow tubes

Understanding the sound wave propagation in a narrow and uniform tube is a fundamental problem in
acoustic material science. The study of sound propagation in narrow ducts, as in Helmholtz resonators, takes
into account the viscous thermal losses, arising from air friction and its interaction at the limit of the solid
boundary inside the duct, having a relationship dependent on the channel ratio [12].
Several theoretical prediction models provided [9], [10] take into account the effects of air viscosity and
thermal conductivity in tubes from narrow to arbitrary dimensions. This energy dissipation can be theoretically
[𝑛]
[𝑛]
obtained through the equivalent mass density 𝜌𝑖 and the equivalent bulk modulus 𝜅𝑖 of the narrow duct,
expressed by [9], [13], [14]:
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where 𝑖 represents the respective value for tubes in different sections, such as the neck and cavity of a
Helmholtz Resonator; 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓 is the angular frequency, 𝜌0 = 1.213 kg ∙ m−3 is the density of air, 𝜇 =
1.84 × 10−5 N ∙ s ∙ m−2 the dynamic viscosity of air, P𝑟 = 0.707 is the Prandtl number; γ = 1.4 is the ratio of
specific heat; 𝜅0 = 1.42 × 105 Pa is the bulk modulus of air.
Considering the geometric parameters, 𝑤𝑖 corresponds to the dimensions of a segment of a duct, 𝑤𝑛 and
𝑤𝑐 the dimensions of the neck and cavity of an HR, respectively. Thus, the terms 𝑥𝑡 = (𝑡 + 1⁄2)𝜋⁄𝑤𝑖 , 𝑦𝑚 =
(𝑚 + 1⁄2)𝜋⁄𝑤𝑖 , with 𝑡 and 𝑚 being positive integers. Hence, the effective wavenumber and acoustic
[𝑛]

impedance are given by 𝑘𝑖
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In Figure 1, the proposed axial acoustic metamaterial consists of 𝑁 generic resonators, where, 𝑙n
[𝑛]
[𝑛]
corresponds to the length of the resonator's neck, 𝑤n,1 and 𝑤n,2 corresponds to the dimensions of the neck
[𝑛]

[𝑛]

[𝑛]

opening with a rectangular section, 𝑙c corresponds to the length of the resonator cavity, 𝑤c,1 and 𝑤c,2
correspond, respectively, to the dimensions of the rectangular section cavity. For simplification purposes, the
central hole corresponds to a circumscribed hexagon 𝑆h with radius 𝑟h .
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Figure 1 – Conceptual diagram of the proposed acoustic metamaterial. (a) Scheme of the unit cell composed
of a set of 𝑁 in-parallel Helmholtz Resonators, embedded in an open area (airflow passage). (b) An
equivalent HR of the metamaterial for theoretical analysis.
Thus for an HR coupled to a waveguide, Figure 1(b), its characteristic effective impedance can be expressed
as [15]–[17],
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𝑘𝑛 , 𝑘𝑐 , correspond to the complex wave number vector, for the neck and cavity, respectively; 𝑍𝑛 , 𝑍𝑐 ,
correspond to the specific impedance characteristic of the segments.
When considering the lateral coupling of the HR in a waveguide of the circular section of arbitrary radius,
𝑟𝑡 ; the sound radiation correction factor, ∆𝑙, expresses the interface discontinuity between the waveguide and
the resonator neck, corresponding to the addition of the two length correction factors ∆𝑙 = ∆𝑙1𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 +
∆𝑙2𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 , being expressed by [13],
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The first correction, ∆𝑙1𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 , corresponds to the sound wave radiation and the interface discontinuity between
[𝑛]
[𝑛]
the neck sections, 𝑤𝑛 , to the resonator cavity section, 𝑤𝑐 ; while the second correction ∆𝑙2𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 , corresponds
[𝑛]
to the discontinuity between the radius waveguide, 𝑟𝑡 , and the radius of resonator neck, 𝑟𝑛 [13], [15], [17].
2.2

Transfer matrix formulation for sound transmission loss

The transfer matrix method (TMM) in a finite duct corresponds to the propagation of the plane wave, under
the condition of continuity of sound pressure and particle velocity, in an acoustic system coupled to a
waveguide segment, with a length 𝑙𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 , and 𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 the respective radius of the cross section [11].
The application of the theoretical models proposed above can be used through the TMM; just assume the
continuity of sound pressure, 𝑝, and normal particle acoustic velocity, 𝑣, from the beginning to the end of the
system, with only the propagation of plane waves in the waveguide, the transfer matrix, 𝐓 can be derived. The
relationship between incident sound pressure and particle velocity from an initial moment, 𝑝1 and 𝑣1 ,
respectively, to the final moment 𝑝2 and 𝑣2 , being written as[5], [18],
𝑝1
𝑝2
𝑇
𝑇12 𝑝2
(6)
[𝑣 ] = [ 11
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Taking into account n resonators coupled to a waveguide expressed by the matrix 𝐌HR , and the radiation
[𝑛]
[𝑛]
[𝑛] [𝑛]
in a circular waveguide, expressed by 𝐌tube , take the form 𝐓 = 𝐌tube 𝐌HR 𝐌tube, where the transfer matrix
for the resonator and tube are expressed, respectively, by [19],
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where 𝑍𝐻𝑅 is the impedance of the n-th resonator, 𝑘 is the wavenumber in the air and 𝑍0 = 𝜌0 𝑐0 ⁄𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 , is to
the characteristic impedance of the waveguide.
Due to the resonance characteristics of the Helmholtz resonator, its response is centered on a narrow
frequency band. Thus, to widen the frequency band, achieving a hybrid control, a system of 𝑛 laterally coupled
Helmholtz resonators (for the metamaterial presented here 𝑛 = 6) in the same cross-section, under conditions
of propagation, a plane wave is considered, and the total impedance of the AMM presented can be expressed
as,
[𝑛]

Zmetastructure = ∑𝑛𝑛=1 1⁄𝑍𝐻𝑅−𝑖 .

(9)

The transfer matrix for the meta structure follows the form,
𝑝1
1
0 𝑝2
[𝑣 ] = [
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1
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Therefore, the sound transmission presented by the system in parallel is given by,
1

TL = 20 log10 (2 |𝑇11 + 𝑇12 / 𝑍0 + 𝑇21 𝑍0 + 𝑇22 |) .
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(11)

Through the above equation, it is evident that the sound transmission is dependent on the individual
resonances of the resonators, therefore, through geometric alteration, the changes in the resonant frequencies
lead to interesting results, reaching a wider band as observed in the following section.

3
3.1

Results
Comparison between theoretical and numerical models

The inclusion of subwavelength resonant units is studied through a finite element model conducted using
the commercial software COMSOL multiphysics. Considering the results obtained, these will be compared
with theoretical values to verify the accuracy between the models presented.
In Figure 2, assuming the periodicity condition imposed in the model, under the action of a plane wave of
unitary value at normal incidence originated in a sound hard boundary, the waveguide and the AMM surfaces
were considered as perfectly rigid surfaces, having all internal domains computationally modeled as air; to
mitigate subsequent reflections, a perfectly matched layer (PML) is admitted at both ends of the waveguide.
To verify and approximate the results, viscous thermal losses in narrow domains (neck of the resonator) were
considered, dealing with the dissipation of acoustic energy inside the boundary layer.
PML

y

Air
Acoustic metamaterial

x
Air

Pi
Sound hard boundary
PML

Figure 2 – Schematic view of the numeric model of the proposed AMM with a waveguide.
For analysis and comparison of the proposed models, both the theoretical prediction (as presented in section
2) and the numerical model take into account the viscous-thermal dissipation. To verify the main contributions
[𝑛]
[𝑛]
and possible differences between models, the effect of the geometric parameters 𝑤n and e 𝑙n is here
evaluated, since they are the main parameters to be considered in the dissipative loss of acoustic energy inside
the boundary layer that influence the TL of the acoustic metamaterial.
First, we analyze the behavior of the meta unit tuned to the same frequency. Let us consider a first metastructure with the axial coupling of 6 HRs. The geometric parameters corresponding to each resonator are set
[𝑛]
[𝑛]
[𝑛]
[𝑛]
as, 𝑙c = 40 mm, 𝑙n = 5 mm, and, 𝑤c,1 = 𝑤c,2 =20 mm. The central hexagon hole radius 𝑟h = 15 mm.
[𝑛]

[𝑛]

We varied the neck size in 𝑤n,1 = 𝑤n,2 = 2 mm, for the first model, having as resonance frequency 𝑓r1 =
[𝑛]

[𝑛]

290 Hz; for the second model at 𝑤n,1 = 𝑤n,2 = 3 mm, with a resonant frequency 𝑓r2 = 410 Hz; and finally,
[𝑛]

[𝑛]

in 𝑤n,1 = 𝑤n,2 = 4 mm, with a resonant frequency 𝑓r3 = 680 Hz.
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Figure 3 – The sound transmission loss spectrum for the hexagonal metamaterial model composed of HR
[𝑛]
tuned to the same frequency, varying only the geometric parameter 𝑤n . Dots correspond to the proposed
theoretical model and Dashed lines to the applied numerical model, taking into account viscous thermal
losses. In blue, the tuned structure corresponds to the 290 Hz; red lines correspond to HR tuned to 410 Hz; in
black, the lines correspond to the AMM resonant frequency of 610 Hz.
In Figure 3, the dots correspond to the predicted numerical values, while the dashed lines refer to the
analytical results for the STL of the metamaterial presented here. From Figure 3, for STL values, it is possible
to observe peak values for sound transmission loss of 15 dB, 23 dB, and 32 dB for analytical results while 12
dB, 21 dB, 27 dB are computed for numerical values, respectively for frequencies of 290 Hz, 410 Hz, and 610
Hz. It can be seen that there is good agreement between the predictions associated with both approaches
considering the models presented, in a situation of normal incidence.
Given the possibility of variations due to dissipative losses, next, we investigate the contributions from the
[𝑛]
geometric parameter 𝑙n , at the boundary of the inner layer, comparing also theoretical and numerical results.
[𝑛]
[𝑛]
In this case, the geometric parameters corresponding to each resonator are set as, 𝑙c = 40 mm, 𝑤c,1 =
[𝑛]

[𝑛]

[𝑛]

𝑤c,2 =20 mm, the neck dimension 𝑤n,1 and 𝑤n,2 , are fixed at 5mm. The central hexagon hole radius 𝑟h = 15
[𝑛]

mm. We varied the neck length of the first model, 𝑙n1 = 20 mm, with a resonance frequency 𝑓r1 = 410 Hz;
[𝑛]
for the second model, the dimension is 𝑙n2 = 10 mm, having a resonance frequency 𝑓r2 = 515 Hz; and, finally,
[𝑛]
for the third model, the dimension is 𝑙n3 = 5 mm, presenting a resonant frequency 𝑓r3 = 615 Hz.
For the predictions and comparison of the proposed models, in Figure 4, for STL values, it is possible to
observe values for sound transmission loss of 27 dB, 30 dB, and 32 dB for analytical results while 21 dB, 28
dB, 33 dB are obtained for the numerical model, respectively for the frequencies of 410 Hz, 515 Hz, and 615
Hz, it can be seen that there is good agreement between the predictions associated with both approaches
considering the models presented, in a situation of normal incidence.

6

Figure 4 – The sound transmission loss spectrum for the hexagonal metamaterial model composed of HR
[𝑛]
tuned to the same frequency, varying only the geometric parameter 𝑙n . Solid lines correspond to the
proposed theoretical model and dashed lines to the applied numerical model, taking into account viscous
thermal losses. In blue, the tuned structure corresponds to the 410 Hz frequency; red lines correspond to HR
tuned to 515 Hz frequency; in black, the lines correspond to the AMM resonant frequency of 615 Hz.
The results reveal the dependence of thermo-viscous losses inside the boundary layer for the resonator neck
as a conditioning factor for the agreement between the results. From our analysis, it seems that way in which
the thermal-viscous losses are included as well as the correction factors at the neck and waveguide interface,
are the main responsible for the differences between the proposed models, since the STL amplitude presents a
good correlation between all models. Thus, in general, the proposed theoretical models present acceptable
agreement with the model based on the finite element method for the proposed AMM.
3.2

Performance observation

In this subsection, the performance of the proposed AMM is evaluated, now considering the coupling of
HR with different frequencies of resonance. In the case of reaching a wide frequency range per meta unit, we
analyse the case of grouping resonant structures with different resonance frequencies, based on the geometric
change of the proposed models.
Considering the parallel arrangement of N Helmholtz resonators grouped in the same cross-section of a
waveguide, as illustrated in Figure 1, and the acoustic impedance of this structure can be calculated
theoretically as expressed in equation 9.
The predicted transmission loss for the AMM considering a set of three groups with different resonant
frequencies formed by 2 HR each, with pairs always positioned on the opposite side is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 – The AMM for three resonance frequencies. The spectrum of sound transmission loss for the meta
unit cell with every two HRs tuned for specific resonance frequencies allowing three peaks for attenuance.
Comparison between the numerical (dashed line) and theoretical (solid line) TL with three resonant
frequencies at 290 Hz, 410 Hz, and 520 Hz.
The solid line represents the STL for the proposed meta-unit with HR tuned to 3 resonance frequencies. As
shown, approximately 20 dB transmission loss is observed at a frequency of approximately 500Hz; however,
it is evident that the peak attenuation only happens at the frequencies to which the system is tuned, and a
significant drop is seen between the resonant frequencies. From the theoretical and numerical models, good
agreements can be observed at the lower resonances, although a visible deviation is seen for the higher resonant
frequency.
Figure 6 presents the sound transmission loss based on the in-line coupling of the metamaterials proposed
previously in Figure 3 and Figure 4. In the model, only the analysis based on the finite element method was
considered.

Figure 6 – The spectrum of sound transmission loss for the coupling of two meta unit cells with three
resonant frequencies each one; the dashed lines in gray corresponds to the individual TL capacity of each
AMM.
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A FEM simulation is used to investigate the sound attenuation capacity of the serial coupling of two
proposed meta structures. The red line corresponds to the proposed serial coupling of two AMM; for this model
an STL peak of up to 25 dB can be observed, for frequencies of 590 Hz and 680 Hz; for this structure, it is
observed that the serial coupling has the potential to increase the magnitude of TL between the frequencies of
interest, reducing the observed gap. The predicted results of the transmission loss through multiple resonators
mounted inside branch arrangement allowed observing significant changes in the noise attenuation of the
system due to this well-known resonance principle. The arrangements shown here can be applied in the design
of noise attenuation devices tuned in multiple frequencies with different TL magnitudes, leading to efficient
devices.

4

Conclusions

In this work, the authors analyzed the development of a subwavelength acoustic metamaterial, consisting
of the axial coupling of n Helmholtz resonators. The parallel grouping of resonant units at different frequencies
is presented as a strategy to achieve greater bandwidth, while also ensuring a reduced thickness of the structure.
The investigation of the influence of the dissipation of acoustic energy was also performed, through
variation of the dimensions of the length of the neck and the cross-sectional area of an HR, indicating good
agreement when comparing the theoretical and numerical models.
Considering the main objective of the work, the behavior of the STL has been analyzed for AMM
configurations, considering the parallel coupling of HRs, guaranteeing different frequency peaks and
considerable performance. The transmission loss achieved by a periodical HR system is dependent on the
structure and number of HRs, as well as its geometric parameters, considering its relationship with the
dimension of the opening of the air passage.
In future works, the aim is to study the application of the proposed acoustic metamaterial to increase and
widen the sound attenuation band, based on serial coupling, as well as the possibility of studying such effects
in physical prototypes in experimental tests. It is expected that the present study can serve as an important
contribution to the research and development of AMM with applications in sound attenuator systems that
enable airflow in the diverse applications in engineering.
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